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However, when designing applications like Web sites of companies or large Web-based information systems, having hundreds of nodes to be visited, interactingwith many di�erent programs and running as distributed systems, a methodologytogether with a modeling language is needed in order to document the system,to communicate the desired structure and behavior, to visualize and controlthe systems architecture, showing places where simpli�cation, factorization andreuse can be applied.Di�erent modeling languages can be used, but the importance of using astandard is clear: it provides a common language which facilitates the communi-cation among project partners as well as to the external world and future readersof the system documentation. Further, tools based on this standard can be usedto develop, test and validate the models. UML [BRJ99] has been accepted asthe de facto industrial standard for modeling object-oriented systems. It canbe extended by using the stereotype mechanism, tagged values and the ObjectConstraint Language (OCL) [WK99].Di�erent methods have been proposed for the design of hypermedia systems.From among these we have chosen the OOHDM [SRB96] as the basis for ourdesign method presented in [KM99], because it is an object-oriented method.Further, it allows a concise speci�cation of the navigation by introducing theconcept of navigational contexts and it includes a step for modeling the userinterface. However, the OOHDM notation is not UML-based.In this paper we present a UML extension { fully compliant with the UMLstandard { for modeling hypermedia systems supporting our method. The clas-sical diagrams provided by the UML, like class diagrams or statecharts are notsu�cient to model all aspects of hypermedia systems, for instance, to model thenavigational space and to represent this model graphically.Hypermedia systems are complex software systems, therefore most of themethodologies for development complex software systems can be applied to theirdevelopment process. In particular, the development of a hypermedia system canbe divided into �ve tasks: requirements capture, analysis, design, implementationand test.The goal of requirements capture is to �nd out the functional and non-functional requirements of the system. The functional requirements can be cap-tured using use cases and scenarios. An example of a non-functional requirementfor Web systems is the decision about the users of an application. If a broad au-dience is intended, one has to restrict to techniques that all Web browsers under-stand. Usually this implies the restriction to plain HTML. The use of Javascript,Java Applets, Active-X and plug-ins drastically reduces the reachable audience.The result of the analysis task is the conceptual model, which is a UML classdiagram consisting of classes and associations found in the problem domain.This class diagram may be supplemented by other UML diagrams, like sequencediagrams specifying the behavior of the system.The conceptual model is the starting point for the design task. This is oneaspect where the method for the development of hypermedia applications di�ersfrom the development of other software systems. Based on the conceptual model2



the navigational structure of hypermedia applications is de�ned which consistsof the navigational class model and the navigational structure model. The navi-gational class model speci�es which classes and associations from the conceptualclass diagram are available for navigation and the navigational structure diagramspeci�es how the navigation is performed.The last step in the design task is the presentational design, where a roughversion of the user interface is produced. This is done by �rst de�ning the userinterface objects which are composed of primitive user interface objects, liketext, anchor and image as well as other composite user interface objects, givinghints to the �nal appearance of the user interface objects on the screen. The �naldecisions about the layout are made in the implementation task. In a second stepthe behavior of these objects are de�ned.The implementation task maps the objects of the presentational model toWeb pages, server side scripts and client side scripts, style sheets, etc. in thecase the target platform is the Web. Existing software tools for the user inter-face design can be used to implement the presentational model, e.g. the NeXTInterface Builder, MacroMind Director, VisualWave and JBuilder.A test model describes the test cases with the purpose of verifying the usecases and checking the navigability of the structure, e.g. dangling links andunreachable pages.This paper focuses on the notation and techniques used in the design phaseand is structured as follows: Section 2 outlines some related work. Sections 3, 4and 5 describe the conceptual, navigational and presentational models. Finally,we present concluding remarks and an overview of future work in Section 6.2 Related WorkSome of the works in the hypermedia modeling �eld only focus on the notation,like the UML extension proposed by Conallen, or on the design process, suchas RMM, OOHDM, EORM and WSDM. The latter use standard notation, likeE-R notation, OMT or UML, merely for the conceptual design and de�ne theirown notation and graphical techniques for the other steps.Conallen [Con98] de�nes a set of UML stereotypes for the Web, but does notpresent a method for the design of Web applications. It includes stereotypes forcomponents, classes, methods and associations, such as server component, clientcomponent, server page, client page, form, frameset, link, redirect and submit.These stereotypes are appropriate to model layout and implementation aspects,but not to de�ne the navigation structure of the Web applications.The Relationship Management Methodology (RMM) [ISB95] addresses thedesign and construction of hypermedia applications by a process of seven steps.RMM is at the same time a top down and a bottom up approach. During the E-Rdesign step, entities and relationships are identi�ed, which will become nodes andlinks in the resulting hypermedia application. The second step, slice design, in-volves grouping entity attributes for presentation. Slices are \presentation units"which appear as pages of hypermedia applications. Separation of contents and3



presentational aspects is not ful�lled in this step. RMM speci�es navigation byaccess primitives, such as link, grouping (menus), index and guided tour. Thetechniques proposed for the user interface design in [BBI96] are elaboration ofmock-ups and prototyping.The Enhanced Object-Relationship Model (EORM) is de�ned as an iterativeprocess concentrating on the enrichment of the object-oriented model by the re-presentation of relations between objects (links) as objects. According to [Lan96],this has the following advantages: relations become semantically rich as they areextensible constructs, they can participate in other relations and they can bepart of reusable libraries. The method is based on three frameworks of reusablelibraries: for class de�nition, composition (link class de�nition) and GUIs.The Object-Oriented Design Method (OOHDM) comprises four activities;they are conceptual modeling, navigational design, abstract interface design andimplementation [Ros96]. These activities are performed in a mix of incremental,iterative and prototype-based development style. This method sees an applica-tion as a view over the conceptual model. The concept of navigational contextis introduced to describe the navigational structures. It is a powerful conceptthat allows di�erent groupings of navigational objects with the purpose to navi-gate them in di�erent contexts. A special notation is used for the representationof the navigation structure. In earlier papers OMT was proposed [SRB96] asthe notation of the conceptual schema; later paper use UML instead [SR98].However, OOHDM diagrams are not UML compliant as they use own notationfor perspectives of attributes in the class diagrams and proposes other kind ofdiagrams for the navigational and abstract user interface design.The Web Site Design Method (WSDM) is a user-centered approach de�ningthe navigation objects based on the information requirements of the users of aWeb application [TL97]. WSDM consists of three main phases: user modeling,conceptual design and implementation design. In the user modeling phase thepotential users of the Web site are identi�ed and classi�ed. Di�erent perspectivesare de�ned for the user classes; these are di�erent ways user classes look at thesame information. The navigational model consists of a number of navigationtracks expressing how users of a particular perspective can navigate throughthe available information. This method de�nes its own graphical notation forthe objects of the navigational model. The navigational design achieves Webapplications that have a very hierarchical structure.3 Conceptual ModelThe result of the analysis task is the conceptual model of the problem domainde�ned by classes relevant to the domain and associations between these classes.The goal is to capture the domain semantics with as little concern as possible ofthe navigational and presentational aspects. Activities of the conceptual designstep are to �nd classes, to specify attributes and operations, to de�ne hierarchicalstructures and to determine sub-systems. Well-known object-oriented modelingtechniques, such as aggregation, composition, generalization and specialization4



are used to achieve this purpose. Classes and associations are described by at-tributes and operations; they can be organized into UML packages. The concep-tual model is the starting point for one or more navigational designs , i.e. morethan one hypermedia application. It is represented by a UML class diagram.The UML extensions presented in this paper are illustrated by the designof a Web site for a service company. The objective of this Web site is to o�erinformation about the company itself, the employees and their relationship toprojects and departments. Projects are performed for customers and may estab-lish relationships to partners. For demonstration purposes, we restrict ourselfin the example to the classes and associations shown in Fig. 1. Many other as-pects may be added, e.g. information about products, publications, events, pressreleases and job o�ers.
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Fig. 1. Conceptual Model of a Company's Web Site.5



4 Navigational ModelA hypermedia application is organized into nodes and links that establish rela-tionships of type navigation between the nodes. Nodes that are obtained fromobjects of the conceptual model are called navigational objects. The navigationaldesign is a critical step in the development of every hypermedia application. Evenapplications with a non-deep hierarchical structure and a small number of nodesmay have a complex navigation structure. Links improve navigability on the onehand, but imply on the other hand, higher risk of loosing orientation. Building anavigational model is not only helpful for the documentation of the applicationstructure, it also allows for a more structured navigability. The navigational de-sign de�nes the structure of the hypermedia application by building two models:the navigational class model and the navigational structure model.4.1 Navigational Class ModelThe navigational class model de�nes a view on the conceptual model showingwhich classes of the conceptual model can be visited through navigation in theapplication. This model is built with a set of navigational classes and associa-tions, which are obtained from the conceptual model, i.e. each navigational classand each association of the navigational class model is mapped to a class, respec-tively to an association in the conceptual model. In the navigational class modelnavigability is speci�ed for associations, i.e. direction of the navigation alongthe association is indicated by an arrow attached to the end of the association'sline. It is possible to attach an arrow to both ends of an association. In this casethe user can navigate in both directions along the association. We distinguishfor each link a navigational source object and a navigational target object; thelatter one may be determined dynamically.A navigational class is de�ned as a stereotyped class �navigational class�(cf. Fig. 2) with the same name as the corresponding class of the conceptualmodel. We use a small box as the icon for the stereotype �navigational class�.Navigational objects are instances of these navigational classes connected bylinks (in UML terms) that are instances of the associations of the navigationalmodel. The navigational class model is usually a sub-graph of the conceptualmodel where classes and associations which are not needed for navigation areeliminated or reduced to attributes of other classes. The values of these attributescan be computed from some conceptual objects. The formula to compute thederived attribute is given by an OCL expression. A derived attribute is denotedin UML by a slash (/) before its name. Navigational classes and associationswith navigability are graphically represented in a UML class diagram.The navigational class model for our example is shown in Fig. 2. The �rststep for the construction of this model consists of determining which classes andassociations of the domain model are relevant for the company's Web site. Allclasses and associations of the conceptual model with the exception of Customerand the associations linking Customer to Company and Customer to Project,respectively, are included in the navigational model. The customers of a company6
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Fig. 2. Navigational Class Model of a Company's Web Site.are only included as a derived attribute of class Company. This is to conceal theinformation which customer participates in which project from the visitor of theWeb site.4.2 Navigational Structure ModelThe navigational structure model is based on the navigational class model. Itde�nes the navigation structure of the application, i.e. how navigational objectsare visited. Additional model elements are required to perform the navigationbetween navigational objects: menus, indexes, external nodes and navigationalcontexts. We introduce the concept navigational nodes to denote navigationalobjects as well as the above mentioned model elements.7



Navigational Context A navigational context (context for short) consists ofa sequence of navigational nodes. It includes the de�nition of links that connecteach navigational node belonging to a navigational context to the previous andto the next navigational node within the context. In addition, links to the �rstand to the last, as well as circular navigation may be de�ned. This conceptwas introduced by OOHDM to permit di�erent groupings of the navigationalobjects. This way a navigational object can be navigated in di�erent contexts.For example, the information about the \Forsoft" project is shown as one of the\projects of the department R&D" and one of the \projects of the employeeBaumeister".A navigational context is depicted as an object with stereotype �navigationalcontext� and has associated an OCL-expression de�ning its sequence of naviga-tional nodes. Navigation is performed within a navigational context, but navi-gational context changes are possible. Continuing with the company's Web siteexample, if the \Forsoft" project is visited in the context of \projects of R&D",it is possible to continue navigation with other projects the same employee hasbeen working at.We distinguish between navigational contexts (simple contexts), grouped con-texts and �ltered contexts (cf. Fig. 3). An example of a simple navigationalcontext is \all projects" (projects by name). A grouped context is a sequenceof sequences of navigational nodes, such as projects by department denoting asequence of contexts, each of them are the projects of one department. It repre-sents a partition of a sequence of navigational objects into sub-sequences givenby a common value of an attribute or a common object related by an association.As the notation for grouped context we use the stereotype �grouped context�and write Class by attribute/rolename/classname inside the box.A �ltered context (��ltered context�) allows a dynamic selection of a col-lection of elements from a navigational context that satis�es a property. Thisproperty is supplied usually by the user in a query which is part of the �lteredcontext. An example of a �ltered context is the result of the query: \employeesthat have been working at the Forsoft project since 1997".
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Fig. 3. Stereotypes for the Navigational Structure Model.We group navigational contexts for a same navigational class in a UML pack-age (cf. Fig. 4). Navigational contexts are related by special associations whichallow for context changes. This is possible since the same object is part of di�er-8



ent sequences (navigational contexts). A stereotyped association is de�ned; wecall it �change�. It permits navigation into another context and to return tothe starting point before the navigational context was changed. The possibilityto change from one context to another within a package is the default semanticsfor a package of contexts when the changes are not explicitly drawn. In case onlycertain context changes are planned, a diagram of the package must show whichcontext changes are allowed. As shown in Fig. 4, only a context change fromproject by department to project by employee is permitted.
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by employeeFig. 4. Package of Navigational Contexts.Access Primitives To de�ne a navigational model it is necessary to specifyhow navigational contexts are accessed. The model elements de�ned for thisaccess (called access primitives) are: guided tours, indexes and menus.{ An index allows direct access to each element within a navigational context.Usually an index comprises a list of descriptions of the nodes of the naviga-tional context, from which the user selects one. These descriptions are thestarting points of the navigation.{ A guided tour gives access to the �rst object of a navigational context.Objects are navigated then sequentially. Guided tours may be controlled bythe user or by the system.{ A menu is an index on a navigational context of a set of navigational nodes.Every hypermedia application has at least one entry point or initial node,called the main menu (start page).Stereotyped classes �index�, �guided tour� and �menu� are de�ned for theaccess primitives index, guided tour and menu (cf. Fig. 3).External Node An external node (�external node�) is a navigational nodebelonging to another hypermedia application, i.e. this node is not part of theapplication that is being modeled. Partners are modeled as external nodes inour example. 9



Navigational Structure Diagram To show how these navigational contexts,access primitives and external nodes collaborate we use a UML object diagram.The navigational structure model is illustrated by the company's Web site ex-ample (cf. Fig. 5). The following navigational contexts are needed to supportthe navigation speci�ed in the navigational class model: department by name,employee by name and by department as well as project by name, by departmentand by employee.
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Fig. 5. Navigational Structure Model of the Company's Web Site.The main menu is the starting point to access di�erent navigational contextsrelated to the de�ned navigational classes. Indexes are added to permit directaccess to the objects of a navigational context. That is the case of departmentIn-dex, employeeIndex and projectIndex. A guided tour through all the projects ofa department has been incorporated to show users the activities of one depart-ment.5 Presentational ModelThe next step in the process of designing a hypermedia application is to designits user interface. While the navigational design de�nes what is the navigational10



structure of an application, the task of the presentational design is to de�ne howthis navigational structure is presented to the user. Note that the same navi-gational structure may yield di�erent presentational designs depending, amongother things, on the restrictions of the intended target platform and the usedtechnology.Most of the methods for hypermedia design suggest the development of pro-totypical pages for the design of the user interface. Instead, we propose �rst tode�ne a presentational model as a composition of user interface components,like text, anchors, forms, buttons, videos, etc. The presentational model is aschematic user interface that provides hints on the position, color and the rela-tive size of the user interface components, but does do not prescribe their �nalappearance.This is very much in the spirit of HTML that was designed to describe thelogical structure of a Web page and not its appearance in a Web browser. Toactually de�ne the appearance of the logical elements is the responsibility ofthe Web browser. This implies that di�erent browsers and even the same Webbrowser on di�erent platforms may present the same Web page di�erently.The presentational model consists of the static presentational model and thedynamic presentational model. The static presentational model is representedby UML composition diagrams describing how the user interface is constructedfrom user interface components. UML statecharts are used in the dynamic pre-sentational model to describe the behavior of these components, for examplehow navigation is activated and which user interface transformations will takeplace.5.1 Static Presentational ModelThe static presentational model de�nes how navigational nodes of the naviga-tional model are presented to the user. It consists of a collection of user interfaceobjects that are represented by UML composite objects, showing the composi-tion of user interface objects by other user interface objects.A user interface object can be either a primitive user interface object liketext and button, or a composition of user interface objects. A special kind ofcomposite user interface object is a presentational object that depends on thestate of a navigational object. User interface objects can have their own state,like a button which can be either in state up or down, and they react to userevents. Their behavior is de�ned in the dynamic presentational model. In Fig. 6we present the stereotypes for the most frequently used interface objects: anchor,text, image, audio, button, form, image, video, collection and anchored collec-tion. The user can de�ne additional user interface objects by composition and bysubclassing a user interface class. The user interface objects have the followingsemantics:{ An anchor is a clickable area and is the starting point of a navigation. Theyare presented in the literature mostly as part of links, seldom as independentobjects. A similar distinction between the concept of link and anchor can be11



found in the Dexter Hypertext Reference Model [HS94]. An anchor consistsof a presentation, which can be a text, an image, a video, another interactiveobject, etc. together with a link.{ A text is a sequence of characters together with formatting information.{ A button is a clickable area that has some action associated to it, whichis de�ned by the dynamic presentational model. Example of actions areplayVideo, displayImage and stopAudio.{ A form is used to request information from the user, for example his nameor a search string. A form consists of input �elds, menus, checkboxes etc.{ Images, audio and video are multimedia objects. Images can be displayed;audio and video can be started, stopped, rewinded and forwarded. To pro-vide these functionality interactive user interface objects, such as buttons oranchors may be associated to these multimedia objects.{ An external application is included in the current application, but is notrelated to the navigational objects of the application. An external applica-tion can be implemented for example by applets, Active-X components orembedded objects.{ The user interface objects collection and anchored collection are introducedto provide a convenient representation of a composite consisting of a set ofuser interface objects and a set of anchors respectively.
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Fig. 6. Often Used User Interface Objects.A presentational object (�presentational object� cf. Fig. 6) is a user interfaceobject that depends on the state of a navigational node and is the compositionof other user interface objects including other presentational objects.On the left side of Fig. 7 we show the presentational object for an Employeeand on the right side the presentational object of the navigational context em-ployee by name as UML composite object diagrams. The attributes of an Employeeare represented by user interface objects in the presentational object employee,e.g. the picture of an employee is represented by an image. This object con-tains anchors linking to the projects of an employee and to the department theemployee is working in.The presentational object employee is embedded in the presentational objectfor the navigational context employee by name. The buttons prev and next allow to12



jump to the previous and to the next element in the context, respectively, whilethe buttons prev by dept and next by dept permit the change to the navigationalcontext employee by department.
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Fig. 7. Presentational Object for Navigational Class Employee and Presentational Ob-ject for Context employee by name.5.2 Dynamic Presentational ModelThe dynamic presentational model uses UML statecharts to de�ne the reactionof the user interface objects in the static presentational model on external userevents, like mouse movements, mouse clicks and keyboard presses, as well as oninternal events like timeouts, activations, deactivations.To control which user interface objects are perceptible to the user and whichuser interface object is active, i.e. can receive user events, we use two variables:perception and activation. The variable perception contains the list of currentlyperceptible user interface objects which are not part of other user interface ob-jects. Perceptible means audible in the case of audio and visible in case of allother user interface objects. Each user interface object in the list held by per-ception can be thought of as being presented in its own window on the screen.Whenever an element is put into the perception the internal event show is gen-erated and whenever an element is removed the event hide is generated.The variable activation contains the user interface object from the list ofperceptible user interface objects which is currently active, which means that itcan react to user input and will receive external user interface events. Whenevera user interface object is assigned to the variable activation it will receive theinternal event activate and the previous object assigned to activation, if any, willreceive the internal event deactivate. For example, a video user interface objectmay choose to start playing when it receives activate and to stop playing whenit receives deactivate. 13



When a user interface object receives an event it may change the variablesperception and activation, generate new events and send messages to other userinterface objects or navigational objects. A composite user interface object dele-gates the events it receives to its components. Most user interface objects have adefault behavior which the designer of a hypermedia application need not spec-ify. An exception are buttons. The dynamic presentational model has to de�nethe actions that are performed when a button is pressed. In Fig. 8 an exampleis given how statecharts are used to de�ne the behavior of the button showDescrof the presentational object employee (cf. Fig. 7) to toggle the display of thedescription text user interface object whenever the button is pressed.
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Fig. 8. UML Statechart Specifying the Behavior of the showDescr Button.The variable perception can be changed in several ways. First, a user interfaceobject can be added to the list of user interface objects. This implies that a newwindow displaying this user interface object is generated. Second, a user interfaceobject may be removed from the list. Thus, removing the window displaying thatuser interface object. Third, a user interface object in the list may be replacedby another user interface object in that list. In this case, the window displayingthe user interface object that was removed now displays the added user interfaceobject. These three options are called macro navigation. In contrast, we callmicro navigation the replacements of components of a user interface object inthe list of perceptible user interface objects. In the context of Web design, macronavigation can be implemented by fetching a new HTML page from the server,while micro navigation can be implemented using frames, which allow to replaceonly part of the display.6 Conclusions and Future WorkThe UML extension of hypermedia design presented here is a model-based ap-proach whose modeling techniques are UML diagrams and whose graphical rep-resentation only uses UML notation. Limiting to the notation proposed by theUML instead of introducing a new notation has the advantage of using a well-known standard and that UML is supported by many case tools. UML is ex-tended to model the navigation and the presentation according to the UMLextension mechanisms. These mechanisms are based on the de�nition of stereo-types and the use of OCL. As far as we know this is the only hypermedia design14



method that is full UML compliant in every step. The central point of the designare the navigational models that aid hypermedia designer in the speci�cation ofa clear structure of hypermedia systems and improve orientation of the users inthe application navigation space. The concept of navigational context and thegraphical notation of the navigational class and navigational structure diagramachieve to represent complex hypermedia structures in a summarized and clearway.In contrast to our approach, which deals with the design of a complete hy-permedia application, user interface design methods focus only on the designof the user interface part of an application (cf. [Pre94]). In our approach theuser interface design is captured mainly in the presentational model. However,methods and design guidelines developed in the HCI and user interface designcommunity can be applied to the design of the presentational model, such as theguidelines for data display mentioned in [Shn98].Our future work will concentrate its attention on re�ning the techniques andnotations presented here. Speci�cally hypermedia applications that support morefunctionality, such as database transactions will be object of study and modelingusing the proposed technique and notation. The design process described hereis part of a methodology covering the whole life cycle of hypermedia systems.The description of the tasks requirement capture, analysis, implementation andtest is on work. Case tools that support UML can be used for the conceptual,navigational and presentational design. We are developing an editor for the UML-based hypermedia design that not only adds the de�ned stereotypes as modelelements, but also includes generation rules for the navigational model basedon the conceptual model as well as for the presentational model based on thenavigational model.References[BBI96] V. Balasubramanian, M. Bieber, and T. Isakowitz. Systematic hypermedia de-sign. Technical report, CRIS Working Papers series. Stern School of Business,New York University, 1996.[BRJ99] G. Booch, J. Rumbaugh, and I. Jacobson. Uni�ed Modeling Language: UserGuide. Addison Wesley, 1999.[Con98] J. Conallen. Modeling Web application design with UML, 1998. Available athttp://www.conallen.com/ModelingWebApplications.html.[HS94] F. Halasz and M. Schwartz. The Dexter Hypertext Reference Model. Com-munications of the ACM, 37(2):30{39, February 1994.[ISB95] T. Isakowitz, E. Stohr, and P. Balasubramanian. A methodology for the designof structured hypermedia applications. Communications of the ACM, 8(38),1995.[KM99] N. Koch and L. Mandel. Using UML to design hypermedia applications. Tech-nical Report 9901, Institut f�ur Informatik, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universit�at,M�unchen, March 1999.[Lan96] D. Lange. An object-oriented design approach for developing hypermediainformation systems. Journal of Organizational Computing and ElectronicCommerce, 6(3):269{293, 1996. 15
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